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Through the generosity of Professor
Peter K. Maier, and Mr. and Mrs.
Alfred Fromm, Hastings has estab-
lished its first fully-funded endowed
chair. The Fromm Chair, in interna-
tional and comparative law, recog-
nizes the importance of a worldwide
perspective at the college. annua0repo of-gifts
Published in April 1989, the first
issue of The Hastings ItWomen's
Law Journal was the result of a
desire to broaden the concept of
the law and explore alternate
styles of legal discourse. Pictured
are some of the founding mem-
bers: (top row) Alice McGill,
Diane Bessette, Michele Ben-Hur,
Amy Brown; (middle row) Linda
Kattwinkel, Theresa Muley,
Kathleen Woods-Shirley; (bottom
row) Jaynelle Bell, Debbie
Kochan. See story on page 6.
Photo by Pamela Gentile
Women clearly have come a long way
since 1879 when Clara Shortridge
Foltz sued to gain admission to
Hastings and opened the door for
all women to California's only law
school. Five Hastings women, from
a veteran attorney to a grad-to-be,
tal about their experiences on the
long and bumpy road to a career in law.
, 1989 alumnus of the
year, has a lifelong dedication to
pubhe service and sees making a sin-
cere commitment to public service as
a primary responsibility of all lawyers.
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was a bn
ner year for fund
raising efforts with
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campus news
.NVCwe go to press I am
elated to announce that, in the afermath of
the October 17th quake. the colege is back
on its feet and functionng to full capa-
city. Though the quake itself lasted only L5
seconds the gravity of the disaster seems to
iease dailx. Ihe repercu issions are wide
and varied, though EIm happy to report that
we witnessed a true unity here at the college
among students, faculty and staff in the days
immediately following the quake. Concern
for each other's well being and the state of
the college was simply incredible. It will be
months before we fily recover, but the work
accomplished in the week following the disas-
ter enabled us to return almost imniediatel
to a normal scedule with minor impacts on
our program. Our primary facilities caie
through intact with cosmetic damage to 198
and 200 cAlister, and McAllister Tower;
unfortunately, we have sustained significant
damage to some of the other college proper-
ties. The earthquake tested our strength and
our ability to band together, and from my
point of VIVw, we have done a superb job
under diHficu t circumstances.
Our svsten of legal education is now facing
gream chan es. Issues of factulty iversity
program expansion. cinical training. in-
reased specialization, mnority recruitment
and appropriate technology drive us toward
creative action.
e are chalkenged by a future that prom-
ises more and more rapid changes. In re-
sponse to that challe~nge,. we are experiencing
a new beginning at Hastings. e are forming
a new partnership with our alumni and
friends, a partnership to promote excellence
in teac hing. par'ticipation with practitioners,
and improvied coinmunication between the
college and the legal communitv.
Asxyou have now notice, we haxerede-
signed the Iastins Commufnty to accurately
eflect the college's vitality and variety. Our
goal is to pre sent xoii with your Hastings, an
institution of great energy, great change, and
a dedicaion to academic excellence. In the
Haistngs Community xyon will find stories on
our activities, goals and achievements. Our
coxer story in this issue. Women of
IHastings,' focuses on fixv Hastings alumnae
and how their different experiences at the
college reflect trends in the greater legal com-
munity. Though we can only show you a frac-
tion of the compelling story that is Hastings
College of the Law our oal is to present the
energy, progress and dedication to academic
excellence that are our halmark
The substantive difference between an ex-
cellent law school and the rest of the lot is the
people who make up the institution, the phi-
losophy that drives the institution and the
institution's capacity to accept and foment
change.
Important Peopla
At Hastings. our students. our facultv and
our gr aduates are our treasure.
Our college benefiis from a remarkably di-
vxerse and talented student body, character-
ized by its academic excellence as well as
racial, ethnic, economic and geographic di-
versity. This year's incoming class, the class
of '92, well represents the quality of our
stellar applicant pool. Once again, the class
has excelled academically and brings with it a
richness of experienPe and backgrounds. The
class is undeniably well-prepared to begin
legal study with a median LSAT score of 42
up from 39 last year, and a median grade
point average of 3.56, bt to trufy appreciate
the qualit of our incoming students you
must look at them idividually to see the wide
varietx of skills and interests they bring to
Hastings The Class of 1992 with 102 ethnic-
minority members has the highest number of
minority students of any ABA-approved law
school in California.
Our faculty is one of the largest and most
div erse in the nation. and I am thrilled to say
that we are benefiting from last year's unusu-
ally productive appointmnents season. We
have welcomed three new faculty members
this fall. E~van Tsen ILee, ichard L. Marcus.
and Eileen A. Seallen. fhese three new mem
bers bring new interests and specialties that
com lement our already extraordnarx fac-
ulty and makes possile a wide range of cur
ricular offerings. Also, six individuals will be
visiting as faculty members this year. Profes-
sor Robert Fletcher is visiting from the nI'm
versity of Washington School of Law. Profes-
sor Adam iirsch is visiting from Florida
State University. Professor Judith Maute is
visiting from the University of Oklahoma.
Professor Robert Swenson is visiting from the
University of U tah. Professor Stephanie
W ildman is visititng from the iUniversity of
San Francisco. During the spring semester,
Professor Fernando Teson will be visiting the
college from Arizona State 1University.
In a related development that will have
long-term benefits for the faculty and the
college., I am happy to announce the full-
fundiig of the Alfred and Hanna Fromm
Chair in Comparative and International
Law. This is the first fiv-llfunded (Chair we
have established to date at the college at the
$500,000 level This extraordinary gift hon
oring the F rommn family is a wonderful ex-
ample of how private support can concretely
improve the quality of the education and
legal experience at Hasting You will find a
profile of these wonderful people on page 4.
Our graduates are active. productive
members at exvery 1eveli of our legal system.
W ith almost 300 sitting judges, we can boast
the higest number of grads on the bench of
any law school in California. Further in this
publication you'll find an article on one of
our alumni, Jack K. Smith, '54. Jack's com-
mitment to the college and his dedication to
civix life are truly remarkable. He is a person
concerned with the betterment of society and
is capable of effecting needed changes.
AnvrPreseant Ph osop-hy
Hastings is a law school like no other. I am
impressed with how, from 1878 to the pres-
see rLun one, pg. 2.
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mechanism for dealing With racism on
campus.
The committee, chaired by Professor
Joseph Grodin, and included three students,
two staff members and Professor Marsha
Cohen, described the problem in terms of
atmosphere. Hastings prides itself on the
diversity which is part of its institutional life.
The mere existence of diversity in its commu-
nity, however, is not a sufficient goal in itself.
For Hastings to be truly a diverse community
it must also strive to create and maintain an
ent, during times of academic ferment and
periods of peace, we have pursued our mis-
sion to prepare and educate students for
successful and productive careers in law, and
produced lawyers known nationwide for their
competence and performance.
We aim to imbue our students with not
only a theoretical understanding of the law
but also the essential skills to enter the legal
profession with confidence. At Hastings we
strive to strike a balance between the devel-
opment of the intellectual tools of logic, rea-
soned interpretation and analysis with the
full spectrum of professional skills.
Everything we do at the college, from the
goals we set, to our relations with students
and alumni, is to further our ability to edu-
cate lawyers for an increasingly competitive
and demanding world.
The Capacity for Change
The past year has been one filled with
challenges for the college. It is a priority of
my administration to respond as quickly and
as effectively as possible to the problems and
concerns of our students, our faculty, our
staff and our community through systematic
problem solving.
We are painfully aware that racial inci-
atmosphere in which individuals of varying
groups and life styles feel welcome and com-
fortable so each will contribute to the com-
munity and thrive in it.
Hastings has done a great deal toward cre-
ating a congenial and open atmosphere, but
the committee has recommended further
steps. Those steps include the adoption of a
statement which reflects the college's commit-
ment to principles of diversity and mutual ac-
ceptance, the establishment of a forum in
which complaints of insensitive or improper
conduct can be mediated, develop educa-
dents on college campuses across the nation
appear to be increasing, but we had hoped
that ugliness would not be expressed at
Hastings. However, in response to a Febru-
ary incident, we moved quickly to explore
how we as an institution could change and
improve. We established a Committee on
Bigotry which made recommendations now
being implemented. We are embarking on a
road that promises further understanding
and acceptance among our students, staff
I firmly believe that with the
strength and support of our
graduates and friends,
lastings will become the best
publicly supported law school
in the U.S.
and faculty. And, we are sending a clear
message to our com nity that raciall ofin-
senisitive conduct simply will not be tolerated
at this college.
We have establishedI a committee of the
board of directorvsto deal with the colleg~e's
property and facwilityN issuies;- the comimittee's
objective is to maximlize thle potential of the
college properties in a manner recognizing
the needs and requirements of the City of San
tional programs to sensitize the members of
the Hastings community to each other's per-
spectives and to the special concerns of
women, minority groups, the disabled, gays
and lesbians, and older students.
In the first step towards following the
committee' s recommendation, the faculty
unanimously adopted the following statement
at its May 1 meeting.
"The goal of the students, faculty, and
staff of Hastings College of the Law is to e
ate an environment where all people. indi-
vidually or collectively,without regard to
race, gender, national origin, religion, age,
disability, class, or sexual orientation, ar
provided an unobstructed opportunity to de-
velop while contributing to and sharing in the
Hastings community and experience.
The Hastings community strives towards
creating, perfecting, and maintaining an en-
vironment of cooperation based upon toler-
ance, honesty, justice, and respect for the de-
velopment of the mind, body, and spirit in
order to realize our human potential."
Francisco and Hastings. The committee,
chaired by Fritz Duda '64, is working to
wards a solution that will satisfy the objec-
tives of the college and will be consistent with
the needs of the city.
Finally, in an innovation that bodes we
for the College and its graduates, the Alumni
Association has agreed to cease soliciting
dues, enabling all graduates to take advan-
tage of the many benefits and activities spon-
sored by the Association. Also, the 1066
Foundation has agreed to take over the
College's primary fundraising responsibility.
Our goal is to make Hastings the best pub-
licly supported law school in the United
States. We will not be able to reach that goal
without many changes and improvements,
some of which will be difficult. I firmly be-
lieve that with the strength and support of
our graduates and friends, Hastings will
become the best publicly supported law
school in the U.S.
With our eyes on that goal, we see nothing
but success.
Frank I Read
Dean
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These programs encompass
faculty and student exchanges
as wel as cooperative research
efforts and academic confer-
ences on international issues.
Foremost among these pro-
grams is the college's long-
standing relationship with
Nihon University in Tokyo.
Japan Traditionally, the
Nihon program has consisted
only of faculty researc ex
change but is now expanding
to include the joint sponsor-
ship of an annual academic
conference to take place alter
nate years at Hastings an
Nihon. The inaugural confer-
ence, "The Globaization of
the Securities Market: Pros-
pects and Problems with Em-
phasis on the Pacific Rim,"
will take place this coming May
at Nihon. Dean Read and
Academic Dean Lathrope ha ve
recently returned from a trip
finalizing the details of the
conference in Tokyo. Po
sors from Hastings and Nihon.
and prominent American and
Japanese lawyers and econo-
mists will present seminars
and papers.
Canada
In -April of 1989, Dean Read]
and the University of British
Columbia's Dean Peter Burns
announced the establishment
of an exchange program to
include a maximum of five
advanced students from aIi
institution for ither ye or
a semester of fulh-.trIsIr-
rable corC wrk ,two st-
dents frmU(BC began atten-
in. aing classes this fall.
The Universitv of British Co-
luinbia is located in Vancouvker
on a bluff overlooking the
water. Like San Francisco,
XVancouver has an important
orientation toward the Pacific;
as a reflection of that orienta-
tion, the Faculty of Law has an
in
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International Law of the
iversity of Hamburg Ger-
ny is interested in facilitat-
a series of short three to
r week courses to comple-
at the Hastings curriculum
xchange for a similar series
lit by Hastings professors
amburg. The Law Faculty
iden University in the
herlands is interested in
oring a series of lectures
asting on European Com-
ity Isslues, a topic of grow-
ance as we near
)2. Leiden will initiate this
program this coming May by
sending a top tax professor to
lecture at Hastiigs. The laiw
faculty at the University of
Limoges in France which em-
phasizes environmental and
comparative law has also ex-
pressed interest in establishing
h ort exchanges with Hastings
faculty
Australia
Th Unirsity of Melbourne
Law School in Melbourne
Aulistraliawoud like to iinitiate
a fiCIty exchange program
wih Hatings as early as Fall
At the heart of the college's
new interest in an expanded
int tional ehangepro-
gram is the need to enhance
students ability to perform
efftively within increasingly
important global legal issues.
The college's establishment of
courses that allow foreign
scholars to visit Hastings for
short blocks of time will give
the students as well as profcs-
sors firsthand international
knowledge. "The time has
come to involve the college and
its students in international
matters. Today, students, pro-
fessors, deans and practitio-
ners are challenged by the
ability to prosper and cooper-
ate within an ever-changing
global economy. It is time for
Hastings to expand its hori
zons," said Dean Read.
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The importance of a worldwide perspec-
tive is fundamental to the Fromms, Maier's
aunt and uncle, who are active in a var-
iety of charitable endeavors with the goal
to further edcation and increase interna-
tional understanding.
"The chair is something that appeals very
strongly to us," said Alfred Fromm. "The
world has become much smaller and acces-
sible through telecommunications and ease of
travel."
The Fromms know quite a bit about the
world. Fleeing their homes in Germany to
escape the Nazi terror in the early 1930's.
they settled in the tUnited States where Alfred
F1romm continued the wine business his fai-
ily had carried on for four generations. He
helpe the fledgling Christian Brothers to
produce premium wines and brandy in the
Napa Valley for national distribution and
export, and continued to do so until he re-
tired in 1984.
Fromm's travels in the wine trade took
him around the world, but he said he never
found a place where he would rather live
than San iFraucisco. His feelings about the
United States are stron, and form the basis
for many of the contributions made by him
and his wife.
"I love the United States." he said. "It
gave us a home. a life and a chance. We can
never pay back what this country has given
to me and my family.,
Maier, who also immigrated to the United
States in the late thirties agreed: "The
Fromms and I are very patriotic. but at the
same time we realize how important it is to
have discourse with other countries.
Hastings, because of its location on the Pa-
cific Rim and its reputation, is in a great
position to do this."
Maier added that the college's need for
endowed chairs partly motivated his gift of
the bulk of the endowment-offered in honor
of the Fromms, who have been like parents to
him for over 50 years. He said that he hopes
to see Hastings with as many as ten endowed
chairs used to attract renowned visiting
scholars.
The possible addition of ten endowed
chairs is a development which also appeals to
Dean Read. "The funding of Hastings' first
endowed chair is truly a milestone for the
college. It will enable us to attract the finest
scholars and create an even finer environment
for both students and our teaching staff"
said the Dean.
Some students and professors, when their
time comes to retire, may find themselves at
the "Fromm Institute for Lifelong Learning,"
the country's first private educational insti-
tute for retired adults, founded in 1976 and
for the last 14 years located at the University
of San Francisco.
The Institute, run for the last 14 years by
Executive Director Hanna Fromm, has some
360 students ranging in age from 60 to 92.
Many are depression-era college drop-outs
who terminated their studies and began
working nearly fifty years ago, but who now
seek to return to school. Keeping their minds
active helps their physical and mental well
being.
"We saw how some of our friends, success-
ful people, became dull when they retired.
We asked ourselves, should these people be
sentenced to retire and watch television until
they die of boredom?" added Alfred.
The Institute's goals were powerfully rein-
forced, Hanna Fromm recalled, when a po-
tential student, asking to be admitted after
the courses were filled. broke down and
cried. "He said he had been a butcher all his
life, working since he was 12, had never fin-
ished school. and had put his five children
through college. Now he said he wanted to be
able to have something to talk about with his
children. Of course we let him in."
The Institute is only one of the Fromm's
many charitable activities. Alfred is Chair-
man of the Board of Trustees of the Jewish
Community Museum, a Trustee of the San
Francisco Conservatory of Music, a Director
of the San Francisco Opera, and a Regent of
Saint Mary's College, where he holds an hon-
orary doctorate as well as an honorary De-
gree of Doctor of Public Service from the
University of San Francisco. Hanna holds an
honorary doctorate from the University of
San Francisco, and served on the board of
directors of the Community Music Center
Young Audiences, the Jewish Welfare Foun-
dation, and was elected a director of the
National Council on the Aging in Washington
D.C., to name a few of her activities.
Professor Maier shares the Fromm's
dedication to charitable work with his par-
ticipation as the Director of the National
Foundation for Ileitis & Colitis, Trustee of
the Cancer Research Institute at the Univer-
sity of California at San Francisco, advisor to
the Cancer Program at Presbyterian Medical
Center in San Francisco, and as a member of
the Advisory Committee to the Buck Founda-
see column two, pg. 14.
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Clara Shortridge Foltz was
afeminist, suffragist,
attorney, reformer, and
editor and publisher. She
was also theefirstfemale
student ever admitted to
Hastings - but only after a
lengthy legal battle which
ended in Foltz successfully
arguing her case to the
California Supreme Court.
Throughout her long career
Foltz encouraged the en-
trance of more women into
the legal profession by
teaching young women in
her law offices and estab-
lishing women lawyers'
clubs in San Francisco nid
Los Angeles.
t was 1962 when Angele
Khachadour graduated
from Hastings College of
the Law, one of only three
women inh erclass.
For Khachadour, a native
.Tin the south of
France, commencement was
the. dayOfliberation (though
not necessarily of equality in
the legal fraternity).
"Dean Snodgrass had a
very definite view on how to
run a law school, and he ran
it like a prison warden," she
reminisced in a recent inter-
view. "I always thought of my
three years here as being
three years at San Quentin. I
had just about as much free-
dom as an inmate had."
The soft-spoken recidivist
returned a quartercntury
later to join the Hastings
staff. October marked her
"I never once felt that
those men resented my pres-
ence in class," Khachadour
said emphatically. "If they
would have been happier with
an all-male class, I never
knew that."
But appearan es in the
classroom deceived, for the
outside world clearly pre-
ferred an all-male work force.
That becamc apparent
when Khachadour ap-
proached the law school'
placement office shortly be-
fore graduation. The pla e-
ment director reftused to
schedule any on-campus
interviews for her, saying
there was no point because
law firms would not hire
women.
It may be a sign of those
times' low expectations that
Khachadour took no offense.
After all, the placement direc-
tor was not being sexist; he
was just being realistic.
Like a hologram, the image of seW
campuses changes as you shift pers
time-from the viewpoint of the vt
that oft egrad-to-be.
It's incontrovertible that women
made enormous strides in the legal
last 40 years.
Statistics te1l the story, but the p;
anecdotal histories of the womeni be
Despite numerical advances, mar
particularly newer graduates, rema
about the Professional status of traw
franchised groups. If graduates fro
sound more hopeful, that may be b
tage point commands a broader vie
hnpy road to equality. Or it may I
matriculants. of this decade and th
to recognize and slower to suffer(di
tolerated as the unavoidable pric
restrictive club of The Law.
c either theory is cause to o I
II thought it was perfectly
understandable," she said.
So Khachadour hit the job
trail alone. Prospective em-
ployers had just one question:
"Can you type?"
Friends advised her to seek
em loyment with the govern
ment. but many public agen-
cies proved to be as misogy-
nistic as private firms. Per-
sonnel officers at the state
Department of Transporta
tion, for example, admitted
they would not hire woein.
"They said litigation is not
an appropriate area of the
law for women because it's
too stressful," Khachadour
recalled.
She finally was hired by
the state Department of In-
surance.
"It took me six months
after being admitted to get
that job," Khachadour said
ruefully. "I took a job work-
ing as a salesgirl in a little
shop just to pay the rent.
Evero ne ele in my class was
placed in jobs long before
Khachadour stayed with
the department for 17 years,
serving as chief counsel for
the last decade.
She also has worked in
private practice for a few
year s anid before coming to
Hastings was general counsel
to Blue Cross of California.
When the latter relocated its
corporate headquarters,
Khachadour had to choose
between her job and San
Francisco.
The City.- and Hastings
won out.
As general counel,
Khachadour reviews all con-
tracts entered into by the law
school. works with the Legis-
lature in Sacramento, and
oversees the legal affairs of
the college. As secretary to
the college's board of dire-
tors, she dispenses legal ad-
vice and takes minutes of the
quarterly meetings.
Khachadour has nothing
ivian Wilson is about to
add another line to her
She has been a wife and
mother, writer, professor,
college administrator and
next...lights, camera, action,
drum roll: director of the
nascent Hastings Theatre.
In March 1990, Wilson
expects to present what is
being ambitiously described
as the theatre's first annual
productiop. The first play?
An original drama by Profes-
sor Vivian Wilson.
"It's exciting," Wilson
says. "And for some crazy
reason, I know we're going to
pull this off."
Those who know Wilson, a
fireball of intellectual and
kinetic energy, are inclined to
agree that it will indeed be
pulled off, and in style.
Although her doctor-hus-
band was encouraging,
Wilson decided, "I couldn't
raise children and go to law
school at the same time."
After the family moved to
Tiburon, she taught English
at San Francisco State Uni-
versity, then applied to
Hastings and Boalt and was
accepted by both schools. "I
chose Hastings because High-
way 17 to Berkeley terrified
me."
There were only seven
women in a class containing
about 350 students. Four of
the seven were on law jour-
nal, an achievement then
attainable only by earning
high marks.
Sexism from fellow male
students was overt.
"There was one guy who
used to stop me every day and
say, 'Why aren't you home
taking care of your children?'
Wilson recalled, noting that
I
but praise for the current
board, and particularly its
chairman, James Mahoney,
credited by insiders with
restoring an air of compe-
tence and congeniality to a
body that has suffered a se-
ries of problems in past years.
"I have been counsel to a
number of commercial om-
panics and their boards, and
I would say this one compares
1 ery well in terms of both
talents and dedication." she
enthused. "These people
don't make any money from
this, and they devote a lot of
lpersonal time too. I admire
that."
Despite initial misgivings
a out hei new job,
Thachadour said she has
come to enjoy the work.
-This is a general practice,
really inl the true 'Sense of the
word," she said. "It's the
variety that makes it interest-
ing. I have never been bored
foi a single minute."
"Ive written fiction all my
life, short stories and three
novels. But this is the first
time I've written a play,"
Wilson said.
Vivian Deborah Wilson
was born in the Big Apple
and grew up in Amsterdam,
New York, an upstate mill
town where her father owned
a factory that manufactured
men's sweaters. She was
graduated from Hunter Col-
lege and has a Masters' de-
gree from the School of
Journalism at Columbia
University.
Wilson worked as a free-
lance writer in New York
City, selling articles and short
stories to magazines but one
day, decided that the literary
life was too isolated.
Years before, she had
considered law school, and
had been accepted by Colum-
bia Law School. But at that
time Andrew, the older of her
two children, was only 10
months old.
he later flunked out of
Hastings.
But faculty members also
had trouble dealing with the
female students.
"We were mostly ignored,"
Wilson said. "Professor Pros-
ser preferred not to have
women in the classroom at all,
I think. I don't remember any
explicit sexist remarks, but it
was a feeling conveyed. I felt I
wasn't really welcome, but
they couldn't keep me out."
Like Khachadour before
her, Wilson attributed no
malice to the discrimination.
"I really thought that was
just life, not that it was sex-
ism," she said. "This is before
there was any major move-
ment toward feminism."
Wilson received her J.D.
from Hastings in 1969. She
was a member of the Order of
the Coif and the Thurston
Society, honorary law socie-
ties based on academic
achievement.
She also was awarded the
Reginald Heber Smith federal
fellowship, a program under
the now-defunct OEO that
gave money to top law school
graduates to practice poverty
law.
'Wilson worked with Cali-
fornia Rural Legal Assistance
and the San Francisco Neigh-
borhood Legal Assistance
Foundation. She then joined
the trial staff of the Alameda
County Public Defender's
office, one of only two women
among 60-odd lawyers.
"And then I got this won-
derful offer from Marvin
Anderson to be dean of stu-
dents here," Wilson said. "I
thought that would be a terri-
fic job."
She describes it now as
"hours of boredom and mo-
ments of terror."
This year, Wilson's
courses include Law and Lit-
erature, Criminal Law. and
Feminist Theory. The reading
list for Law and Literature
runs a philosophical gamut
from Albert Camus to Alice
Walker, a timeline from So-
phl es to Studs Terkel.
Over the summer, Wilson
taught evidence at Trinity
College in Dublin, Ireland.
There she saw a theatrical
production of Brendan
Kenneally's version of the
Greek tragedy Medea. Dissat-
is'fied with the playwright's
treatment of the central char-
acter, awoman who murders
her own children after she is
rejected by Jason, Wilson
resolved to write her own
version of the play.
"I wrote it during the next
week," she said. "I wrote it in
the library, in my apartment,
standing up on the train to
Killarney. I wrote it by hand,
of course."
Performances are sched-
uled for March 1 2 and 3,
1990.
Wilson credits Dean Tom
Read for the enthusiastic
support of the project.
"He's the kind of person
who makes it possible," she
said. "He's a terrific dean."
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ear the top of the
Hastings leadership is
Charlene Padovani
Mitchell, vice chair and the
only female member of the
college's board of directors.
"Serving on the board of
Hastings is a way I might be
able to give something back to
the community in which I
live," Mitchell said, adding,
"I believe strongly in educa-
tion as the key to a fulfilled
life for people."
A native San Franciscan
from a large Italian family,
Mitchell studied to become a
college-level English professor
until practical considerations
diverted her to law.
"There were no teaching
jobs, and it was very difficult
to get into graduate school,"
she said. "PhD's were serving
as cocktail waitresses.
In 1971, while working as a
secretary at the University of
Michigan where her husband
was attending law school,
Mitchell put her name in a
teaching job bank. The only
response was from a school in
the middle of the Amazon
jungle that offered room and
board but no salary.
"That to me was the hand-
writing on the wall," she said.
Encouraged by her hus-
band, Mitchell applied to
Hastings. She graduated in
1977.
"Women were just starting
to become students in any
significant number," she said.
"I think my class was maybe
20 to 30% women."
Like Khachadour, Mitchell
says she experienced no sex-
ism from any of the Hastings
professors. The discrimina-
tion surfaced when she at-
tempted to enter the job
market.
Mitchell was able to obtain
on campus interviews, but
soon discovered to her dismay
that some of the interviewers
were clearly discriminatory.
"I think it's a fact of life
that there is discrimination,"
she said. "I also think things
have gotten immensely better.
Women now can compete
successfully and equally for
jobs."
"Now it's a question of
being able to have equal ac-
cess to positions of manage-
ment and power and pres-
tige," Mitchell added. "But
that will come too, as more
and more women enter the
field. Their talents will he
recognized."
Women need to learn bet-
ter networking skills to get
ahead, and like men, they can
benefit from mentors in ma-
jor firms. To that end, Mitch-
ell has worked closely with
Queen's Bench, a Bay Area
support group formed in 1920
by female attorneys who were
excluded from the male-only
local bar association.
"It promotes the rights of
women in the legal profession
in a variety of ways," Mitchell
said.
As an attorney with
Adams, Sadler & Hovis in the
City's Financial District,
Mitchell said she works pri-
manily on business deals,
mostly in real estate. Before
joining Adams, Sadler &
Hovis, she was vice president
and counsel for California
First Bank. Previously, she
practiced with Pettit & Mar-
tin, and clerked at the Cali-
fornia Court of Appeal. Also,
she was an extern for Califor-
nia Supreme Court Justice
William Clark.
"At that time, I think I al-
ready had the makings of a
judicial conservative," she
said.
Governor George Deuk-
mejian appointed Mitchell to
the Hastings board of direc-
tors in 1986.
"Hastings is like a big cor-
poration, basically," Mitchell
said. "It needs to be run effi-
ciently to meet the needs and
expectations of the students,
faculty and others in the com-
munity which it serves.
Checks and balances have to
be put in, in terms of the
administration."
The present board has
modernized the administra-
tion of Hastings, she said,
noting that the college has a
new dean, will soon have new
bylaws, and has a new general
counsel and a chief financial
officer both of whom report
to the board as well as to the
dean.
Now Mitchell hopes to
make the board of directors
more accessible to all ele-
ments of the Hastings com-
munity. There's even discus-
sion of creating a seat on the
board for a student represen-
tative.
"We're going a long way,"
Mitchell said with obvious
pride.
alda Crami graduated
from Hastings in 1986.
She remembers epi-
sodes of sexism and racism in
her classes but as an African-
American student she found it
impossible to separate sexism
from racism because racism
was and still is such a signifi-
cant problem for women of
color.
It is clear to Crain that
everyone suffers from pre-
conceived notions, and those
preconceived notions encour-
age sexism and racism in legal
education. One example she
cites is the propensity of the
legal community to assume
that the Legal Education
Opportunity Program is a
program exclusively for mi-
nority students.
"Everyone thinks it's just
for ethnic minorities, but it's
for anyone who's suffered a
disadvantage; the disadvan-
tage can be economic or cul-
tural, as well as ethnic. It
may be that the student came
from a dysfunctional family
or has a learning disability,"
said Crain, who works part-
time as an assistant to the
program's director.
LEOP was instituted in
1969 to recruit prospective
students who are lacking in
advantages, though not in
ability. The law school admis-
sions committee takes their
disadvantages into considera-
tion when deciding who gets
into the law school.
Cran, herself a LEOP
graduate, provides counsel-
ing, teaches two of the 'Bar-
None' Bar review classes and
helps organize the program
orientation for new students.
Her private practice in
Oakland encompasses busi-
ness and tax law, estate plan-
ning, probate and bank-
ruptcy. Prior to law school,
Crain was a manager at Peat,
Marwick, Main & Company,
and she is a Certified Public
Accountant.
According to Crain, wC
implicitly condone sexism and
racism when we accept an
offensive comment from a
professor, a graduate, or a
student without objecting.
"We cannot allow those
attitudes to exist any longer,
the trickle-down of attitudes
from a "role model" is devas
tating. If an authority figure
makes sexist and racist com-
ments it convey s to the stu-
dent that this is acceptable
behavior and that the com-
ment is true and accurate. As
professors, practitioners,
staff and students we need to
confront our sexist and racist
attitudes and object whenever
those views are expressed."
Crain believes that sexism
and racism have increased
not decreased since the Civil
Rights Movement. Because
subtle sexism and racism is
allowed, people try to deny
they exist.
Although women and
blacks still are underrepre-
sented even at the associate
level of major law firms,
Crain sees reason to hope that
things can get better.
"The San Francisco law
firms have recognized that
there is pervasive sexism and
racism in the legal arena, and
have gone on record saving
that they will hire more
women and ethnic minori-
ties,"' she said. "This is a
hopeful sign if they carry
through with it."
Crain gets great satisfac-
tion from her work at
Hastings. "I like working with
the students and seeing them
grow," Crain said. "What I
like the most is when I see
someone I tutored passing the
Bar, working full-time, and
making a difference."
hyllis Bursh, this year's
president of Associated
Students of Hastings
(ASH), came to San Francisco
to attend law school because
she was told that the City was
a combination of the best that
the East Coast and West
Coast had to offer: good
weather, culture and interest-
ing people.
She came to Hastings in
part because of the positive
conversations she had with
Admissions Director Tom
Wadlington. In addition, she
came because of the suppor-
tive minority community
created by LEOP. This was
important to Bursh, an ri
can American, who grew up
with subtle racism and felt its
sting in areas where there was
a small African American
population. She recalls eing
denied access to gifted lasses
on the basis of her race ven
though her scores and grades
weri higher than a majority
of the participants.
Bursh says she was
strongly influered by grow
ing up during the turbulent
struggle for civil riglts in the
Sixties and Seventies. Her
family was involved in the
civil rights mov ement and
discussed issues with her as
they happened.
'As a child, I experienced
the effects laws can have on
American citizens. Laws in-
sured my right to vote, pa-
tronize restaurants and stores
of my hoice, and most im-
portantly, guaranteed that I
would not be disregarded as a
viable candidate by educa-
tional institutions," she said.
"As a child I viewed laws as a
means of protecting rights
and changing the world to be
a better place."
Bursh attended Harvard
and Radcliffe Colleges, and
graduated in 1984 with a
degree in psychology and
social relations. Three years
later, she entered Hastings as
a member of the class of 1990.
"I think the school still has
a lot of steps to take to really
understand what it's like to
be a student of color and
what type of institutional
support is helpful," she said.
"The most important thing
for a school to do is under-
stand and appreciate diver-
sity.'
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hi e the number of donors and amount donated epresent an im-
resiv increaover prior years, iastings Still has far to go in its
annutal ntdr.isin efforts in terms of alunmni uport e The goal of
Sp a next year to increase the total lhv an amiotious 63
to over 100 ,0) and to add at le-ast 1200 new donors to the
names of oilLge support program s.The 1989/91 programrequireS
thei coi extpano o2 on of the stron hIase of Suport the cllege
has builtover past year . The college has initiated its first
phot campa..0ign as a means of expaiding altuni suppoirt.
Summary ofGifts 88/89
Private Support of Hastings Co ege of the Law
Expenditures
Contributions Came from the Following Sources
Alumni121 86,63
FriendsI1V,637.55
oundins andTrusts4196a908,8
Fms& Coprtos36,77 4
Oth--er 6 1 ,299.12
Total Al Gifts 612,991,28
Contributed Funds WLre Usedfor the Following
Student Aid2394
Total Expenditures 617,025.30 100%
rY eilty-eight/eightx-nine was a tni of fine-tuning
r the fiscal operations of the college and a reinvest-
oe f l for 4ii-laxitum ' ebt
Some highlight o thle 1988/89 f4iscal yeaxr were:
SAi operationalpolicy and procedural manu al and an investment
aiyforthe lcollege were drafted anid are being considered for
adoption by the Board of Directory
atve::
*rties
of tie college' records was comleted two
coltleg received high iarks for the quality of
during the yearr ly thi employees
y lobbied the state aid received an additional
(,ally enhare the Clinicai Program;
tiated the loan on the Westblock and M(Allis
Ssectring better interest rates an tllonger-
Summary of State Funded Operations 1988/89
Revenue,
'n State TIuition & Fees -,89. 000
Out of StcateTuto & Fees 610, 14D
Ot-her 655-D30
Total State Revenue 15,260,675
Expense
Chief Finicial Officer Joain lajerus and her staff ii direct tiitheir
ifforts towars thie estaliAishmnt o an effficient and effietive a i-
cat4ion and1 ui/lization of State ftulds. Th streamlinngof the fist
orations of the collego has enabled th college to identify adtit
quantify the areas of need for private gift suppr t.
p5
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hree support groups of the college warrant special thanks and
recognition for their contributions to the college last yar.
The 1066 Foundation was established in 1971 as a means of gener-
ating and receiving private gifts in support of the college. t mem-
bers contributed in excess of $118,000 to programs during the past
year. Ihe Trustees, through their individual efforts and personal
generosity, have made the foundation the primary fund raisin arm
of the college overseeing the Annual Fund campaigns and donor gift
Clubs. 1The 1066 CLU sponsors the annual Black lie social event,
publishes a quarterly Newsletter and has formed regional ouncils
to emourage contributions to the ollege and host eve nts for the
Dean and other college representatives.
The Hastings Alumni Association was founded in 1922. Its goal is to
support Hastings College of te aw by providing services and pro-
grams which strengthen the bonds betwe en the Coli egi and itcur-
rent and former students. All Hastings graduates are membes o
the association. Throughout the pat year. theI associationhas
conducted programs which adMiiably fulfill its stated goal. Fro
campus-based "chili night," and mi eINream socal eveits to r apll
chapter dinners and new student ireeptiois, the a ssiationi ha
involved hundreds of alumni and studeT in activiti whi
mote Hastings "family" feeling
1h e astings Volunteer Association is a dedicated aroup o
Hastings supporters whose efforts aii dire cd at imprin dO
quality of student life. Their efforts a ri ponsible in larpa
for th e outstanding ambinne i(of thie p hsical Iawniitie of theCol
lege, including the artwork and deor of its cammon aras. nv
eration with the Alumni iXso nation I10 1 also couirate stunt
and faculty social activities aned i anACtiom.
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COLL RELATIONS SUPPORT GROUPS
She believes that vital to
any society is the understand-
ing and recognition of diver-
sity. She believes an academic
environment needs to provide
understanding and apprecia-
tion of a diverse student body
and curriculum to properly
develop well rounded scholars
and legal minds.
"An attorney for the 90's
needs to have a broad legal
knowledge and the ability to
relate to different types of
people due to the evolving
demography of the nation.
Women are currently moving
into positions of authority in
companies. Attorneys capable
of relating to and respecting
these women will receive their
business. Soon. people of
color, 'differently-abled'
people, and gays, will also be
moving into positions of an-
thority. Those attorneys who
r spect their differences will
have them as clients."
Like Cramin Bursh believes
that racist and sexist inci-
dents on college campuses are
on the rise. Bursh would like
the Hastings administration
to adopt stronger punish-
ments for those people who
participate in racist, sexist,
and homophobic acts. "All
students should have the right
to attend law school without
harassment or feeling un-
wanted. It is very difficult to
devote all of your energies to
study when you are con-
stantly harassed." Bursh
stated that she is not against
the First Amendment right to
free speech, but that offensive
incidents on college campuses
go beyond free speech, and
she notes, they are violations
of college regulations.
Bursh has been active at
Hastings since her first year.
She has participated in many
student organizations while in
school and has culminated
this experience with being the
first African American female
to serve as student body
president at Hastings.
"Hastings is changing; the
fa( t that a student population
of less than 5% African
American and slightly less
than 50% women voted for
me to be their student body
president indicates that things
are changing."
Bursh thinks that women
have made great strides since
Angele Khachadour's time at
Hastings. "Women are
quicklv becoming part of the
legal workforce. Today, the
women s issue is to become a
partner at a firm in numbers
similar to those of men." In
terms of employment, Bursh
feels that women of color are
still not in the picture. "As a
first year, I was counseled
that iincluding my ethnic
background on my resume
would be to my disadvantage
because firms were not inter-
ested in African Americans. I
hope women of color will not
have to wait 25 years before
we too become a viable part
of the legal workforce."
Bursh's long history of
activism has not precluded
scholastic achievement. She
participates on a law journal,
and has won honors in the
Frederick Douglass Moot
Court Competition.
As ASH president, Bursh
has worked to create a stu-
dent position on the Board of
Directors with voting rights,
improve food services, create
a student lounge, expand
career services, establish a
24-hour study hall and hire
an ombudsperson to address
the concerns of students,
faculty and staff. She also
would like to see more ethnic
and philosophical diversity
among the faculty and an
expansion of the curriculum
to include more civil rights,
conservative, environmental,
and public interest law
courses.
"Hastings is really an
American diamond in the
rough," Bursh says, "The
school just needs to recognize
its beauty and begin polish-
ing."
"It has been a real educa-
tion getting to meet and talk
to the staff, administration,
faculty, Board of Directors
and alumni about Hastings. I
have met great alumni, and I
hope we can find a way to let
more students get to know
them."
"Hastings has a lot of po-
tential," Bursh said. "It re-
ally is a good school, and it is
working towards being a great
place to learn and work."
"We need to learn how to
live and work with each other
and not feel threatened, to
respect and enjoy each
other's cultures and each
other's differences," she said.
"I hope that the students can
be catalysts in making these
things happen at Hastings."
Susan Rice '84
here's no place like home, and for
Jack Smith that home is Hayward,
California. A Californian through
and through, Smith takes great pride
in his "local" roots. With a B.A. from
Stanford, a J.D. from Hastings, and many
successfid years of civic and private work in
the Bay Area, Jack K. Smith is truly one-of-
a-kind.
Smith '54, the 1989 Alumnus of the Year,
has a lifelong dedication to public service
which he extends to Hastings. He is known
throughout the college for his "wonderful"
generosity; not only has Smith given his fi-
nancial support to the college, but also he
has given his very valuable time and counsel.
In addition to his recent service as president
of the 1066 Foundation, he has also been
active in overall college fund raising efforts,
and is currently sitting on the college's com-
rmittee on property.
His community work has included service
as city councilman and mayor of Hayward,
active membership on the Oakland Coliseum
Board, and ceaseless fund raising and sup-
port for the California Democratic Party.
On the private side, he is a principal in the
Hayward firm of Haley, Purchio, Sakai &
Smith.
Smith knew from a very early age that he
wanted a career in law, and wanted to use
that career for the public good.
Why a legal career?
:As far back as the first grade, I
wanted to be a lawyer. Though my immediate
family was made up of farmers and small
business people, I had my eye on one goal-
to become a lawyer.
I was fortunate to have a true mentor in
Marlin Haley '34. I spoke with Haley before
applying to law school and he insisted on two
points. First, I should go to Hastings; if I
ever wanted to work for Marlin Haley, I had
to go to Hastings. Second, once I became a
lawyer, I had to make a commitment to spend
time working in the public sector. Haley is a
marvelous man, and I credit him with not
only much of my success, but more impor-
tantly from the very beginning he helped me
see just how important public service was to
the life of a awyer
Nothing pleases me more than to give back
to the community, and to see younger lawyers
and law students doing the same is quite
thrilling.
:What about Dean Snod'grass?
The man was dynamite. I don't think
there would be a Hastings without him.
I started law school in '49 though because
of an army recall due to the Korean conflict I
did not actually graduate until '54. My first
Hastings years agoadi is
one oft te wisest decisions
classes were on Van Ness Avenue; and my
first contact with Snodgrass was in his con-
tracts class. Initially, I thought the guy was a
little strange, and not too friendly. But after
watching him operate, I realized quite clearly
that he was just plain dedicated to accom-
plishing as much as possible for Hastings.
His implementation of the 65 Club was
10
brilliant I had been to Stanford where we
had a much prettier campus where we could
laze around under the trees and rest our
heads on our books. But, coming to Hastings
and being exposed to sharp legal scholars like
Everett Fraser was priceless. In the presence
of the 65 Club professors, I could actually
feel the difference.
Snodgrass was really quite an interesting
man; I believe that much of his unpopularity
was due to the times.
Law school, not just Hastings, is difficult
for a lot of people. Hearing the "look to your
left, look to your right, soon one of you will
be gone,"' on the first day of school was
tough, and a lot of students had a hard time
living under that kind of pressure. You also
have to remember that a lot of the fellows
had been through an awful lot in those years
wit thc e ar and coming home trying to put
their lives back together. We were impatient,
and ere were three more hard years.
If yon step back and look at Snodgrass
and what he did at Hastings, you can't help
but respect the man.
hat did you get from Hastings?
I left Hastings with a good basic
under'tanding of the law. The facultv gave us
ust what we needed, a broad base that quali-
fied us to begin a legal career.
A law school can do little more than give
its studeits good basic knowledge. Ulti-
mately. vou have to make it on your own.
Hastings has always, I believe, recognized
that, and for that reason is a very practical
institution.
Hastings graduates are well-equipped to
handle themselves in the rough and tumble of
the law business. My daughter Cynthia
graduated from Hastings in 1983, and I saw
her and her classmates come out with that
same basic knowledge.
Actually, with Cynthia's class, I was as-
tounded and pleased to see so many women in
Nothing pleases me more than to
give back to the conaunity
the class. When I was a student, I don't
think there were more than two or three ladies.
What do you think the college needs to
improve?
Hastings has always been superior
academically. When I was a student there
was a weakness in the physical facility. Being
on Van Ness was a nightmare; the rooms were
crowded; light was bad, and the air was still.
The whole situation was wanting, but we
wanted to be lawyers so badly that we put up
with it.
The 198 Building helped a great deal. And
the 200 Building really brought the college
into the 20th Century. Now, all the Hastings
buildings need to be pulled together; I'd like
to see a bridge connecting the 198 and 200
building, and I'd like to see parking and a
better community area for the students to
socialize. With the creation of the McAllister
Tower gym last year we really made some
headway.
Any regrets about having entered law?
Are you kidding! If I had to do it all
over again, I wouldn't change a thing. I had
three choices when I came out of law school.
There was the Haley firm in Hayward, Fitz-
gerald, Abbott & Beardsley in Oakland, or
the D.A.'s Office. I, of course, went local and
signed on with Haley. I'm completely satis-
fied with that choice. I've had splendid part-
ners and I've enjoyed my work. I've had fun
being a lawyer.
My legal education has allowed me to make
a difference. My skills have helped support
the California Democratic Party in local as
well as statewide campaigns. I have been on
the Oakland Coliseum Board since the Raid-
ers left, and negotiated the present contracts
with the A's and the Warriors. I've been
mayor of Hayward. Quite simply none of this
would have been possible if I had not pur-
sued a career in the law.
I feel strongly that we all have to give back
to our communities and schools. Marlin
Haley was right: we simply are not good law-
yers without making a commitment to the
public sector.
I made my commitment to Hastings years
ago, and it is one of the wisest decisions I ever
made.
Carol Bergmann
Alumni Director
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of the Association's array of benefits.
Key benefits extended to graduates
through the Association include..
* Membership in the California State
Employees Credit Union
For a $10.00 membership fee plus a mini-
mum $100.00 deposit, graduates are eligible
for the Credit Union's low-interest VISA
cards, free checking, competitive loans,
mortgage financing, and access to a whole-
sale new car dealer. For information call
Gloria Guzman at the Credit Union 415/771-
0537.
* Special Rates at University of California
Santa Barbara Family Vacation Center
Discounts are available for the Center's
week-long holidays including room, board,
and a wide selection of family oriented activi-
ties. For information contact the Center di-
rectly at 805/961-3123.
* Reduced Rates at San Francisco Union
Square Hotels
Special member rates are available at hotels
within the vicinity of Union Square. Call the
Alumni Office at 415/565-4615 for informa-
tion and reservation.
* Discounts on Hastings Center for Trial
and Appellate Advocacy Programs
* Use of Hastings Library (excluding com-
puter services)
Funding for the Association will now come
solely from contributions to the Hastings
Annual Fund and will free the Association
and its members from the burden of dues
collection. The Association is a vital part of
the College and its network of contacts is of
phenomenal value to graduates and students
alike.
As part of the change-over to a "no-dues"
policy, the Association is hanging a plaque in
the College's Harold Dobbs Atrium honoring
and thanking all life members for their sup-
port and dedication to Hastings.
ew xecutive irector of Continuing Legal Educato
astings Professor Leo O'Brien has
recently accepted an appointment
to serve as the college's new
Executive Director of Continuing Legal Edu-
cation. In this newly created position, Pro-
fessor O'Brien will be responsible for direct-
ing the Hastings Center for Trial and Appel-
late Advocacy and the development of new
continuing legal education programs.
The creation of the position of Executive
Director of Continuing Legal Education
marks an important commitment by Hastings
to its role in providing continuing legal edu-
cation to the practicing Bar. As one of the
principal law schools in California, the col-
lege has a special responsibility to be at the
forefront of educational developments in
both the classroom and the legal community.
In his new position, Professor O'Brien will
be able to build upon the tremendous success
and reputation of the Center for Trial and
Appellate Advocacy and greatly expand
Hastings' outreach efforts to the practicing
Bar.
Currently, Hastings Center for iTrial and
Appellate Advocacy sponsors four continuing
education programs a year: The Civil College of
Advocacy, the Criminal Justice College, the
Litigation Advocacy Program, and Advocacy
Fundamentals. The center also offers state
criminal justice programs for criminal defense
attorneys and other programs in specialized
areas such as appellate advocacy.
Under Professor O'Brien's direction, the col-
lege is planning to coordinate a summer tax
program, and is hoping to sponsor continuing
legal education courses in Hawaii.
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L rust C aims Update
he college had anticipated an August
89 completion of its search of col-
lege records, and its matching of the
information contained therein with the filed
Hastings Scholarship and Loan Trust Claims.
Unfortunately, locating the files, culling the
pertinent portions, recording that informa-
tion on a uniform data form, and entering
that information on a computer has proven
Professor Margreth
Barrett's article, "The 'Law
of Ideas' Reconsidered," has
been published in the Septem-
her issue of the Journal of the
Patent and Trademark
Office Society.
Professor David Faigman's
article, "To Haxe andl Have
Not: Assessing the Value of
Social Sciece to the Law as
Science and Policy," will be
published in the November
issue of the Emory Lair
Journal.
Professor William Hutton
and Academic Dean Daniel
Lathrope were Editors-in-
Chief of the Sales and Ex-
changes Topic of Bender's
Federal Tax Service, a new
publication which was begun
in 1989 by Matthew Bender
Publishing Company.
Academic Dean Daniel
Lathrope, Professor Stephen
Lind, and Professor Stephen
Schwarz have published the
1989 Supplement to their
Fundamentals of Corporate
Taxation Casebook, Second
Edition with Professor
Joshua Rosenberg of the Uni-
versity of San Francisco.
Professor Richard Marcus
was a panelist in the making
of a videotape discussion of
the practice and procedure
decisions of the Supreme
Court during the 1988-89
Term. The tape will be dis-
tributed by the ALI/ABA, and
in('ludes contributions by
to be a much slower process than initially an-
ticipated. Consequently, final calculation of
awards will not be possible until late Novem-
her or early December. Once completed, that
process will be subjected to an audit and,
following that, the awards will be made sub-
ject to approval by th Hlastings Scholarship
and Loan Trust trustees. The college hopes to
have the checks in the mail by late December
or early January.
panelists Professor Stephen
Burbank of the University of
Pennsylvania, Professor
Linda Silberman of N.Y.U.
Law School, and John Cole-
man, the new General Coun-
sel of the Campbell Soup Co.
During the past summer,
Professor Marcus published a
1989 Supplement to his Con-
plex Litigation casebook. In
addition, he is serving as an
Associate Reporter with the
Federal Courts Study Com-
mittee.
Professor Samuel Thurman
was honored by the establish-
ment of The Samuel D. Thur-
man Professorship in Law by
the University of Utahb The
holder is to be " a person
distinguished in teaching,
scholarship and service."
Professor Thurman is Dean
Emeritus and Distinguished
Professor Emeritus at the
University at Utah.
Professor Louis B.
Schwartz' humorous article
"Life After Death - The Der-
ringdo of an Emeritus Profes-
sor" will appear in the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania Law
Alumni Journal, Fall 1989.
His article "Divisive Court;
Dixvided Country; Splintered
Right" reviewing the end-of-
term decisions of the United
States Supreme Court ap-
peared under the title "Di-
vided They Fall" in the Legal
Times of Washington, D.C.,
Aug.7, and in affiliated legal
newspapers across the coun
try. A critiqne by Professor
Schwartz of the administra-
tion of Proposition 103 by the
California Insurance Depart-
ment, "Proposition 103' The
Frustrating Road to Insur-
ance Reform" appeared as an
Op-Ed commentary in the
Sacramento Bee of August 22.
Professors Rudolph
Schlesinger and Louis B.
Schwartz appeared in the
inaugural edition of flitting
Stride, a Channel 4/NBC
program dealing with career
options of older people. They
appeared as spokesmen for
the Sixty-Five Club.
Professor William Waug
gave the Forrest B. Weinberg
Memorial Lecture at Cleve-
land-Marshall College of Law
at Cleveland State University
on October 16th. His topic
was "Is Insider Trading a
Victimless Crime?"
Visiting Professor Stephanie
M. Wildman addressed the
Fall membership meeting of
the League of Women Voters
of Marn County concerning
the recent U.S. Supreme
Court abortion case, Webster
v. Reproductive Health Serv-
ices. Her article, "The Class-
room Climate: Encouraging
Student Participation," has
been accepted by the Berke-
ley Women 's Law Journal.
An Op-Ed piece, "Real World
Needs Mifirmative Action,"
was published this summer by
the Los Angeles Daily Jour-
nal.
Fromm Chair cont. fro pg. 5
tion of Marn County.
The Fromms explain their charitable work
simply-it is part of their effort to repay the
debt they feel they owe the United
States.Another, perhaps moev subtle gift
given by the Fromms to this country, is their
love affair with California wines. Alfred
Fromm, now 85 years old, remembers the
story as follows.
He began traveling to the U~nited States
from Germany in the early 1930's with the
goal of marketing German wine to Amen
cans. It was an uphill battle as most Ameri-
cans were more familiar with whisky than
wine, but elements other than public taste
were to play a role in Fromm's life.
Traveling back and forth to Europe,
Fromm became convinced "when I saw the
underground bunkers the Germans were
building that there would be war e ar-
gued with his partners that they would be cut
off of wine supplies, and that a source was
needed within the United States In line with
popular sentiments at the time, he found the
argument a difficult one for his partners to
believe. Finally, it was suggested that he
travel to Napa, California, where, at the
time, some 10-15 wineries were in existence,
including one run by the Christian Brothers.
The Christian Brothers, then producing
wine mostly for their own consumption, wer
in a difficult financial state due to the depres-
sion-when many of the bond issues they had
put out to finance charitable works had
failed, Fromm recalled. But they also had a
significant amount of wine laid up since pro-
hibition-when the order had continued to
make, but not sell. wine. Fromm worked
with the Brothers to design a label for the
bottles, improve the quality of the wines and
move the winery into commercial production.
In 1938 the first wine was shipped, and for
the next 45 years Fromm, who later formed
the company Fromm & Sichel, represented
the Christian Brothers wines and brandies to
as many as 75 forecign countries.,
In his travels promoting wine, and in his
experiences fleeing the rise of Nazism in Ger-
many, Fromm said he had come to believe
that, "In the end, people in the world are not
that much different. It's important that stu-
dents at colleges like Hastings realize that.
Having international scholars at Hastings will
help open the eyes of many young people who
may not be aware of the rest of the world.
That would be good for Hastings and for the
country."
"An awful lot of good can be done in the
world and a lot of good can ome from a few
people. The world is not built by money, but
by ideas and people."
The Chair in Comparative and Interna-
tional Law, said Maier, will hopefully be the
first of many at Hastings. "One of the things I
hope I've accomplished is to encourage oth-
ers to come forward. A strong teaching staff,
composed of leading scholars from around
the world, is something every prestigious law
school needs."
Thanks to the generosity of both Maier
and the Fromms, Hastings is on the way to
reaching such a level of renown and academic
strength.
icholas Mencher
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class of 3
Alvin P. Jackson is in his
second career, where he
works for a firm in Mexico
City, Mexico. They send him
to the U.S. to make speeches
on various problems, such as
Mexican ecology laws and
maquila operations (foreign
companies manufacturing in
Mexico at lower labor costs
for export). He is a vice presi-
dent of the International
Academy of Estate & Trust
Law.
Hon. Reginald Watt retired
at the end of December 1988
from the Butte County Supe-
rior Court, where he had
served since 1975.
Hon. Walter Osborn, Jr. was
named the 1989 Alumnus of
the Year by the Kern County
Chapter of the Hastings
Alumni Association. He was
honored at a luncheon on July
14 in Bakersfield, CA.
Phyllis N. Herron still man-
ages the San Francisco law
firm of Herron & Herron,
founded by her late husband
John Wynne Herron '38.
Their son, Ronald K. Herron
'80, is also an associate with
the firm.
Wilbur F. "Bill" Littlefield,
Los Angeles County Public
Defender, was named the first
annual Alumnus of the Year
by the Los Angeles Chapter of
the Hastings Alumni Associa-
tion. A dinner was held in his
honor in Los Angeles on May
Joseph Jedeikin has been
appointed chairperson of the
Self Insurance & Risk Manag-
ers Committee of the Tort and
Insurance Practices Section of
the American Bar Association.
Hon. William D. Curtis was
named to the Monterey
County Superior Court, July
1989.
Hon. Norman Reid will retire
from the Stanislaus Superior
Court on December 31, 1989,
after serving over 20 years as
a judge on the municipal and
superior court benches.
Thomas M. Moore, Jr. con-
tinues his private practice in
Santa Cruz and is a professor
of real property at Monterey
College of Law.
class ofrAR
Hon. Joe S. Gray has been
appointed to the Sacramento
Superior Court, July 1989.
Hon. William G. Kinder
has been appointed to the
Santa Clara County Municipal
Court, July 1989.
class ofB4
Hon. Paul H. Alvarado has
been elevated from the San
Francisco Municipal Court to
the San Francisco Superior
Court, September 1989.
class Of ' M
Hon. Eddie Thomas Keller
has been appointed to the El
Dorado County Superior
Court, July 1989.
class aT66
Frank Bell has relocated his
practice to San Francisco,
with a San Jose branch office.
He continues to concentrate
on complex commercial, busi-
ness, marital, personal and
criminal litigation in state and
federal courts.
Jeffrey E. Boly, along with
ten other attorneys from the
Portland, OR firm of Hanna,
Murphy, Jensen & Holloway,
joined Garvey, Schubert &
Barer, a regional firm with
offices in Portland, Seattle
and Washington. DC. He will
be in the Portland office.
Hon. Talmadge R. Jones
has been appointed to the Sac-
ramento County Municipal
Court, September 1989.
Hon. John G. Whiteside
has been appointed to the
Stanislaus County Municipal
Court, September 1989.
class
Hon. William A. McKinstry
was elevated from the
Oakland-Piedmont-
Emeryville Municipal Court to
the Alameda County Superior
Court, October 1989.
Gary Orton is completing
his fourth year on the
Belmont, CA City Council,
having served one year as
Mayor. He's also the current
president of the South County
Fire Authority and is a mem-
ber of the San Mateo County
Local Agency Formation Co-
mission. lie has also o)penedl
his own law offices in San
Mateo.
Guy Rounsaville Jr. re-
ceived a 1989 United Way
Volunteer Merit Award for his
volunteer commitment in
galvanizing the legal commu-
nity to contribute 33% more
than in 1988.
Cca S S of&9-
John Frye has joined the San
Francisco firm of Kornblum
& McBride as a shareholder.
Kenneth F. Johnson is cele-
brating his 20th year with
Oakland firm of Crosby,
Heafey, Roach & May, after
joining the firm during his
third year at Hastings.
Ronald Kaldor is now of
counsel to Agajanian, McFall
& Hewitt in Sacramento. He
continues to specialize in
health care law and has re-
cently been chosen to be gen-
eral counsel to the re-opened
Community Hospital and
Health Science Center in Sac-
ramento.
John T. Ketelsen,
Sacramento's Regional
Transit's legal counsel for the
past 14 years, has resigned to
join the Sacramento firm of
Holliman, Hackard & Taylor,
September 1989.
c ass of 7f
Michael W. Bartram is the
District Attorney for Mon-
terey County, Salinas, CA.
class of7
Jerome M. Blaha is the cur-
rent president of the Castro
Valley Chamber of Commerce
and president of the Board of
Trustees for Bentley School in
Oakland. His firm, Blaha &
Hartford, has opened a sec-
ond office in Pleasanton, CA.
Prof. Jay E. Grenig has
had his sixth book, Labor Ar-
bitration Advocacy: Effective
Tactics and Techniques, writ-
ten with R. Wayne Estes, pub-
lished by Butterworth Legal
Publishers.
Edmund L. Lee has a sole
practice handling personal
injury cases in Honolulu.
Charles F. Vulliet is a litiga-
tion partner with the Seattle,
WA firm of Stoel, Rives,
Boley, Jones & Grey, where
he concentrates on commer-
cial, casualty, marine and
products liability cases.
class of
Jack E. Christy has been
named vice president for cor-
porate communications for
California Medical Review,
Inc., the nonprofit, physician-
sponsored agency responsible
for reviewing Medicare claims
in the state.
John Michael O'Connor
has become a shareholder in
the San Jose firm of Schneider
& Wallenstein, where he will
continue to practie civil liti-
gation.
John F. Staley, a partner in
the Pleasanton, CA firm of
Staley, Jobson & Bernal, is a
certified family law specialist.
He is the current president of
the Association of Certified
Family Law Specialists.
Thomas J. Tusan is serving
as the president-elect in 1989
and as president in 1990 of
the Fresno County Bar Asso-
ciation.
John M. Kaheny was pro-
moted to Chief Deputy City
Attorney and head of the
LIegislation and Public Affairs
Divisions of the San Diego
City Attorney's Office.
Thomas E. Miller achieved
a $7 million settlement in a
construction defect case after
33 (lays in trial on a San Diego
condominium project lawsuit
against the developer.
Peter Pursley has been
named executive director of
the Associated Students Inc.
at California State University,
Sac'ramento.
James F. "Jim" Rupp, for-
mer Fillmore, CA City Man-
ager, has been namedl a part-
ner in the Ventura, CAX law
firm of Lawler, Bonham and
Walsh.
Paulette J. Taylor has
joined the San Francisco firm
of Farella, Braun & Martel as
a specialist in corporate andl
real estate, following 14 years
as corporate counsel with
Alumax, Inc. in San Mateo.
class of
Prof. Jack H. Archer has
become associate professor of
Environmental Law & Policy,
Eniviroinmental Sciences Pro-
gram. at the University of
Massachusetts in Boston. He
is also a senior associate at the
Urban Harbors Institute in
Boston.
A. Charles DelPArio was
crowned with a garlic wreath
after he took first place at the
1989 Gilroy Garlic Festival
for his cTurkey TenderloIns
in Garlic-Ancho Chili Sauce."
He competed against more
than 600 entrants from all
over the U.S., as well as Can-
ada and Finland.
Wayne A. Eisenhart was
named the Merced County
public defender, July 1989.
Hindi Greenberg founded
Lawyers in Transition, a San
Franciscob-ased national
organization to promote and
provide group exploration
andl support for job or career
change decisions in 1985.
Since then she has been put-
ting on workshops and semi-
nars, giving spee(hes, appear-
ing on talk shows and writing
articles about lawyer job and
career dissatisfaction. She
has worked with over 1,000
attorneys who are exploring
other options.
Richard M. Hawkins, who
practices in Grass Valley, CA,
has been selected for the 1989
Who's Who in California. He
was recognized for demon-
strating "outstanding profes-
sional achievement, superior
leadership and exception
service."
Jeffrey M. Howard formed
a the partnership of Howard
& Lurner in Newport Beach,
CA. January 1989. with an
emphasis on sophisticated real
estate and business litigation.
Hon. Steve Jahr became a
judge of the Shasta County
Municipal Court, as a result
of consolidation of several
municipal and justice courts,
January 1989.
Susan Jovovich has relo-
cated to Seattle, WA after
nine years of sailing around
the world. She plans to take
the W A State Bar exam and
return to the "salt mines."
Ann Miller-Ravel has been
named Santa Clara County's
chief assistant county counsel,
July 1989. This appointment
makes her the highest-ranking
woman in the county's three
law offices.
Ida Aurora Perez is a dep-
uty district prosecutor with
the South Coast Air Quality
Management District in El
Monte, CA.
Randy Sue Pollock has
opened her own offices in San
Francisco, handling criminal
cases in federal and state
courts.
Hon. Shari K. Silver, a for-
mer assistant U.S. attorney,
was appointed to the Los An-
geles Municipal Court. July
1989.
class of
Carolyn S. Attkisson prac-
tices rea estate and environ-
mental law for Pacific Bell in
San Francisco.
Joel '. Baruch is a partncr
in the criminal law firm of
Earley & Baruch in Newport
Beach, CA.
Hon. Marliese G. Kim, for-
mer Santa Clara County dep-
uty district attorney, was
appointed to the Santa Clara
County Municipal Court,
August 1989.
Hon. James R. Lambden,
formerly with Fitzgerald,
Abbott in Oakland, has been
appointed to the Alameda
County Superior Court, July
1989.
Cora K. Lum returned to
the Honolulu Prosecutor's
Office as its first deputy,
January 1989.
Hon. Allan Carter, former
deputy district attorney in
Vallejo, CA. was sworn in as a
V allejo-Benicia Municipal
Court judge on August 4,
1989.
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James B. DeGolia returned
to San Francisco and is now
corporate counsel with Net-
work Equipment Technologies
in Redwood City, CA.
Paul Bertinetti Kuty has
been named Santa Clara
County Assistant District
Attorney, the first woman in
the history of the county to
hold this position.
Assemblywoman Jackie
Speier was chosen "Legislator
of the Year" by the CA State
Bar Conference of Delegates,
Septemher 1989.
J. Rene Wilezynski was ad-
mitted to the D.C. Bar as of
April 5, 1989.
lass of
Peter C. Lagarias authored
the book Effective Closing
Argument (The Michie Coim
pany, Charlottesvile, VA,
1989), and was a lecturer for
the CEB course, "Selected
Issues of Franchising," 1989.
clas sI of 73
Dr. Audrey Cross, nation-
ally -known nutritionist, is a
featured presenter on the
Consumer News and Business
Channel "CNBC Live" nightly
prime time program. She
presents the latest news on
food and health nutrition.
Dr. Cross is also an associate
clinical professor at the
School of Public Health and
Institute of Human Nutrition,
Columbia University in New
York City.
Pamela C. Fletcher has es-
tablished a consulting busi-
ness in Moraga, CA to help
attorneys provide more cost-
effective services to clients
and to reduce legal costs for
businesses through proper at-
torney selection and control
and through litigation man-
agement.
Robert A. Hawley has
joined the San Francisco firm
of Landels, Ripley & Dia-
mond to help develop the
firm's labor and employment
law department.
James Harward has been
named the director of legal
affairs for the Industrial Coi-
mission of Utah.
Robert J. Heher is a part-
ner is Lillick & Charles San
Francisco office, specializing
in tradlemark, copyright,
advertising and( commercial
litigation.
Roger Oglesby has taken a
position with The Times ir
ror Company as staff coulisel
for the Los Angeles Times.
Susan J. Allison has left pra-
tice in New Y)ork City and is
iiow working at Jeffer
Mangels, Butler & Marnaro in
Los Angeles.
Patrick Baldwin splits his
time between being the gen-
eral counsel to General CelIn-
lar Corporation and his own
firm in Atherton. CA1, where
he has a federal securities
practice representing major
Bay Area hrokers-dealers.
Lisa M. Bassis has joined
the Los Angeles firm of
Xlschuler, Grossmaii & Pines.
The firm deals in complex
husiness litigation and busi-
ness transactions.
David A. Brown was elected
president of the West County
Sc( tion of the Contra (osta
County Bar Association, Feb
mary 1989.
Benjamin G. Davidian has
been named Western egional
Conunissioner for the humi-
gration anl Naturalization
Service.
Michael J1. Fish is a partnei
in the Nov ato firm of Fish &
Bragman. with a civil litiga-
tion practice.
Hubert Lenvzowsk has a
priv ate practice in Oakland.
emphasizing complex real
property and corporate trans-
actions, with a concentration
on) real ed suttetax polanning.
partnerships and corporate
finance.
Sally March is practicing in
the London office of DC-bascd
Cole Corette & Abrutyn. She
published Joint Ientures in
the ISSR ( orldwide fInor
mation 1989).
David Lee Monetta formed
a new firm last year with five
other partners, Berg. Ziegler,
Lichtman & Anderson, in San
Francisco.
Melanie Myers is writing
her Ph.D. dissertation in "Ju-
risprudence and Social Policy
Program" at the Vniversity of
California, Berkeley.
Gary Stark is the general
counsel for Care Enterprises,
Inc. in Tustin, CA.
udy arkan-antzwasin
diuced into the Idaho State
Bar. september 1989.
Charles S. Bishop has be-
Come a named partner in the
San ancisco office of
Jedeikin. (reen. Sprague &
Bishop.
Luani Cserr is with Genet-
ic Institute. In. in Cambr-
idge. and indicated that
all are welcome to visit as long
as you brin "Peets Coffee.
Napa le Wine and Aliham-
bra Seltzer t "
Gail Harper has had her
first novel Double Exposure,
published by Story Line
Press. 0ctober 6, 1989.
Arnold Honda has relo-
cated to lonolulu, HIb to e-
ome sales mIanager for Occi-
dental tUnder writers.
Virgiia Dario Elizondo,
formerly with the California
Indian Lega Services, has
joined the San Francisco City
Xttoirney'^s Off ice.
Stev en M. Petrl was named
a partner in the San Francisco
firm of Gudmundson. Siggins,
Stone & Skinner, January 1,
1989.
John E. Rumnel was named
a partnei of the an Fran-
cisco based firm of Broad.
Schulz. ILarson & 1Wineberg,
July 1989.
Wendy A. Woldt. is a part-
inr in the tigation depat-
inent at Baker & McKenzie's
1Los Angeh es off i(e.
Jeffrey J. Goodrich has been
re appointed co chair of the
Commercial L aw & Bank-
ruptoy (onmnittee of the San
Francisco Barrister's Club.
Howard Horwitz has been
made a partne r with the Los
Angeles fitn of Oberstein.
oniger & etter where he
practices business and enter
tainment litigation.
Colette I. H es is the
senior attor ney at Protection
& Athorac', Inc. in Oakland.
where she i in charg of serv-
ices for the mentally disabled
throughout C .
ndrew S. Niemyer com-
pleted 135 days active duty
with the U.S. Navy as boin
bardier/nav igator on A 6E
air raft, He is starting civil
training for commercial pilot
rating and a new career as a
(iv il av iation professional.
Lass og3e
Austin B. Conley, Jr. and
Dolores M. Donohoe are
associates at Gibbons, Lees &
Edrington in Walnut Creek.
Patricia Dunn has been
awarded a Fulbright Grant to
teach American Law at the
University of Abidjan School
of Law. Abidjan Cote d'Ivoire
(Ivory Coast). She will be on
leav e of absence from Broome
Legal Assistance Corporation
from January-April 1990.
Kathleen M. Eyre has been
awarded a one-year Mid-
Career Fellowship, sponsored
by the Pew Memorial Trust,
to study health policy issues at
the UCLA/Rand Center for
Health Policy Research, start-
ing September 1989.
Rod Stern has been named
an associate in the corporate
department of the Costa
Mesa, CA firm of Drummy
Garrett King & Harrison.
Sylvie Kulkin is an associate
at the San Francisco office of
Brobeck. Phleger & Harri-
son, in the firm's commercial
litigation group.
Jon C. Martin has joined
the Philadelphia, PA and
Princeton. NJ firm of Fox,
Rothschild, O'Brien &
Frankel.
Ingrid Scott-Weekley was
appointed director of the
Grand Rapids (MI) Equal
Opportunity Department.
May 1989".
Nestor Barrero is an associ-
ate in the Los Ajngeles office of
Sheppard. Mullin. Richter &
Hampton. specializing in la-
bor and employ ment law and
immigration law.
John Kakinuki has switched
from Baker & McKenzie's
Tokyo office to its office in
Palo Alto, CA. He will be
specializing in trans-Pacific
technology transfers and li-
censing and intellectual prop-
erty disputes.
Karen D. Kraemer, an at-
torney with the Los Angeles
firm of Hall & Phillips, ac
cepted the position of visiting
associate professor at South
western University School of
Law, staring with the Fall
1989 semester. She will teach
civil procedure and courses in
the SCALE (Southwestern's
Conceptual Approach to Legal
Education) program.
Lynn Cadwalader is with
Lillick & Charles in San Fran-
cisco, in their corporate fi-
nance and admiralty practice.
Zinnia Coronel Barrero
has joined Sosa and Sickman
in Van Nuys, CA, emphasizing
personal injury and workers
compensation law,
Eric Hanscom has received
his second ARCS (Achieve-
ment Rewards for College
Scientists) scholarship. He
has entered UC-Santa Cruz's
science communication pro-
gram, starting fall semester
1989. He received his first
$5,000 scholarship in 1987 for
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his graduate course work at
UCSC in the marine tsciences
master's program and the
Ph.D. program in biology.
classyo
Captain Roberty R. Rigsby
is with the U.S. Army Judge
Advocate's Office, as a prose-
cutor and international law
attorney, serving with the
multi-national force and 01)
servers in the Sinai, Egypt.
class of
Lou Ann Bassan is a litigation
associate with the Oakland
firm of Schmit, Morris,
Bittner & Schmit.
Katherine Chien is working
for Commerce Clea ring House
as a law editor on the M1uthis-
tate Corporate Income Tax
Guide.
Rebecca Kleinman has
joined the firm of Corbett &
Kane, which has offices in
Oakland and San Francisco.
John Rivard is working as
an investment officer-real
estate with the California
State Teacher's Retirement
System.
Cynthia L. Sletto has joined
the San Francisco firm of
Broad. Schulz. Larson &
Wineherg.
Lisa Stalteri has joined the
corporate practice of Carr,
McClellan, Ingersoll. Th-
ompson & Horn in Burling
ame. CA.
Patricia Stephens has
joined the Oakland firm of
Brody & Satz.
John Tannian is with the
Orlando. FL civil litigation
firm of King & Blackwell.
Daniel S. York has corn
pleted his clerkship with
Judge Robert Boochever at
the Ninth Circuit Court of Ap
peals and has joined the New-
port Beach. CA.. office of
Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher.
clss of
Richard Sheik Kim, Rose Fe
Reycs Reglos and Brady
Bishop Sullivan have each
b)een aplpointed to the Deputy
Public Defender I position
with the Los Angeles County
Public Defender's Office.
Leutrell Osborne II has left
the San Francisco firm of
Arnelle & Hastie to join the
San Francisco City Attorney's
litigation unit. September
1989.
Louis Marinus Wijsen has
left the Alameda County Pub-
lie Defender's Office and is
now with the Office of the
State Public Defender in San
Francisco as an appellate
lawyer.
Steve Bolen appeare(d as a
contestant on '"Jeopardy" for
two nights in June 1989.
Jonathan Alex Han-Ung
Kim has been appointe(l to
the Deputy Public Defender I
position with the Los Angeles
County Public Defender's
Office.
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